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THE STANDARD MODEL HIGGS POTENTIAL
HAS AN UNSTABLE ELECTROWEAK VACUUM!

Tunneling today? 
ΓEW Vacuum-1 > ΓAge of Universe-1 

Sher [e.g., hep-ph/9307342]   
arXiv:0712.0242 

⇒ EW Vacuum metastable

But what about during large(ish) field inflation?  
• Inflation-induced fluctuations in h. So, field may locally 

sample unstable part of potential. 
• Impact on spacetime? Implications for inflation?



1. How do Higgs field fluctuations evolve during 
inflation? 

2. How does a large (super-barrier) fluctuation impact 
the surrounding spacetime?



EVOLUTION OF HIGGS FIELD 
DURING INFLATION



CONTRIBUTIONS TO HIGGS EVOLUTION
STOCHASTIC EVOLUTION AND HIGGS POTENTIAL

(I) Stochastic evolution 
Freeze out of mode fluctuations 
𝛿hk ~ H/2𝜋 leads to local field 
value that is sum over 
superhorizon modes.

(II) Potential 
Drives net evolution towards larger or smaller h, 
depending on sign of V’(h).
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MODELLING BOTH: FOKKER-PLANCK
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First applied to Higgs by Espinosa, Giudice, Riotto [arXiv:0710.2484]

P(h,t) ≡ Probability to find a patch of size ~H-1 
with local field value h at time t



WHICH HIGGS POTENTIAL?

• Goal: Effective IR theory of superhorizon physics 

• Only scalars contribute to potential as fermions, gauge bosons 
decay outside horizon, so no IR contribution. So not, e.g., VCW. 

• But other modes do renormalize potential in subhorizon/UV. 

• Wilsonian Perspective: run down from UV, integrating out 
states at scale where mode functions are suppressed.
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Details in JK, Yoo, Zurek [arXiv:1503.05193] 
Verified by explicit computation of Veff in dS [arXiv:1407.3141]





FATE OF LARGE 
FLUCTUATIONS



WHAT DO WE MEAN BY “LARGE?”

Regime Behavior

h ≲ 𝛬 Grows due to inflationary fluctuations, stabilized by 
positive quartic (assuming H < 𝛬)

h ≳ 𝛬
Growth accelerated by negative quartic…but 
spacetime evolution still dominated by inflationary 
background

h ≳ V’(h)/3H2 Slow-roll violation! Fluctuation grows rapidly…

h ≳ (H MP)1/2 𝜌h ≳ -|𝜌inf|, leading to local backreaction on spacetime
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WHAT MAKES THE EVOLUTION COMPLICATED?

• 𝜌h < 0 locally driving contraction vs. tendency for field to 
rapidly diverge to true vacuum upon reaching a certain value. 

• “Not your grandmother’s bubble nucleation:” broad, Hubble-
sized field variation more akin to Hawking-Moss instanton. 

• Likewise, not a static system (of constant 𝜌 < 0 inside, 
constant 𝜌 > 0 outside): dynamical system, with Higgs 
evolving to true vacuum at different spacetime points. 

For a bubble approximation, see Espinosa et al [arXiv:1505.04825]



• Backreaction leads to local 
contraction, blue-shifting h 
oscillations, large 𝜌 > 0. 

• Apparent horizon (Black Hole) 
forms at center of bubble. 

• Compensated for 
(surrounded) by shell of 𝜌 < 0. 

• Shell expands out due to 
inflation and dispersion…in 
fact, even in Minkowski! 

In agreement with arXiv:1505.04825

FORMATION OF EXPANDING…ER…”BUBBLES”
“BUBBLE” = SPACETIME REGION OF LARGE HIGGS FLUCTUATION EVOLVING TO/AT TRUE VACUUM



NOTABLE FEATURES

• From slow-roll breakdown to true vacuum, ≲ 1 e-fold 
• Not going to be stopped by ending inflation with efficient re-heating. 

• h evolves to true vacuum so rapidly that true vacuum region 
growth can be spacelike 
• Region is NOT a bubble causally sweeping outwards. 
• Grows because adjacent points are falling to true vacuum…so quickly in fact that their 

behavior is causally disconnected from adjacent points doing the same. 
• So, growth is insensitive to behavior of interior (including crunching, details of Vmin). 

• Also of interest: find BHs with arbitrarily elongated horizons, in 
violation of “hoop conjecture” (dS nature of space containing BH). 

“Hoop conjecture” courtesy of Kip Thorne



IMPLICATIONS FOR OUR 
UNIVERSE



• If any large fluctuations form during inflation, they will 
continue to grow and persist throughout inflation. 

• Then, once inflation ends, these true vacuum regions will 
expand and destroy surrounding space in the EW vacuum. 

• So, no large fluctuations can have formed in our past 
lightcone during inflation, i.e.,

P (|h|⇠> hsrb) e
3Ne ⇠< 1
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BOUNDS ON INFLATION

• Bound on inflationary scale 

• Interestingly, due to long tails 
of distribution (rapid classical 
spreading), similar bound 
obtained by requiring

H/⇤⇠< 0.07

P (|h|⇠> ⇤) e3Ne ⇠< 1

Projection for probing r from arXiv:1502.01983 



THANK YOU!

COSM
OLO

GY FIELD THEORY

(IMPENDING) 
MEASUREMENT



Large fluctuation (i.e., where h is 
departing slow-roll) grows outward in 
timelike or null fashion due to 
dispersion, inflation. 
“True vacuum” (i.e., where h has 
effectively reached global minimum) 
region growth, however, is spacelike!

Why? 
This is NOT a causally growing “bubble” of true vacuum. Once the 
fluctuation becomes large enough at a point, it falls to the true vacuum VERY 
rapidly…in fact, causally disconnected from adjacent points doing the same. 

So? 
Edge of bubble expands in spite of black hole, contraction at center.


